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PRESS RELEASE
2nd place worldwide according to Bloomberg
Cinkciarz.pl forecasts for USD/PLN have been awarded second place in the world in Bloomberg's
Ranking "Best EMEA Currency Forecasts Q1 2014".
Bloomberg had created the rank after analysing the currency forecasts sent from couple of dozens
institutions from all over the world. As a result, Cinkciarz.pl has been placed second most accurate for
USD/PLN.
Cinkciarz.pl has overtaken the likes of Alior Bank and JPMorgan Chase. It is yet another time when
Cinkciarz.pl has taken a significant place in the Bloomberg Rank - Kamil Sahaj, Cinkciarz.pl Marketing
Manager emphasized - Our previous forecasts were awarded world’s first place for four consecutive
quarters in Bloomberg’s rank Best EMEA Currency Forecasters Q3 2013- Sahaj added.
The rank has been prepared by the specialized unit Bloomberg Rankings on the basis of EMEA
currency forecasts for Q1 2014. Among the clients of the Bloomberg platform there are largest banks,
investment funds, corporations, government institutions and central banks.

INFORMATION ABOUT THE BRAND

Cinkciarz.pl is an online FX services technology company i.a. for individuals, entrepreneurs,
travellers and those repaying loans in foreign currencies. Cinkciarz.pl offers the most
favorable rates of all 25 currencies in its offer. Categories of services offered are: online
currency exchange (in three transaction models) and currency cards. The transactions can be
concluded via internet transfers from any bank account 24/7. Cinkciarz.pl is the first FX
company in Poland to join the SWIFT organization which includes only the largest banks and
financial institutions. The company is also amongst Bloomberg data and analysis suppliers.
Cinkciarz.pl EUR/PLN forecast have been awarded world’s first place for four consecutive
quarters in Bloomberg’s rank Best EMEA Currency Forecasters Q3 2013.

MORE INFORMATION AT www.cinkciarz.pl
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